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“This publication is a report on the process of arriving at real action 
within culture, at an artistic pragmatism. … We were interested in 
finding answers, not asking questions. … Art, in its radical and 
potentially transformative version, is a social and political enfant 
terrible, the curse of almost every institution, in particular the major 
publicly funded galleries… we have been witnessing a process of 
incapacitation whereby artistic radicalism is transformed into velvet 
critique. … Art needs to be reinvented, but not as some crafty option to 
aestheticize human problems in a novel way by turning them into a 
formal spectacle … The most important thing at stake … is art that 
brings change, art that is not critical in an empty fashion; art that does 
not produce pseudo-critique, but is genuinely transformative and 
formative.” (Curator’s foreword to the 7th Berlin Bienniale entitled 
‘Forget Fear’, Zmijewksi, 2012: 10, emphasis added.)  
 
 
 
Contemporary art is thought to possess the social force to address grand challenges and enable 
social transformation. Building on early avant-gardes movements such as Dada, Surrealism, 
Constructivism as well as the Situationist International, contemporary art employs its 
concepts as political tools to disrupt, explore and question processes of economic 
globalization, exclusion, migration, and social inequality (see for example, Documenta 14). 
At the same time, the art field has become an economically productive area, both a subject 
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and servant to neoliberal logics (Dimitrakaki, 2012) that is itself defined by immense 
inequality: a small cadre of successful artists stands vis-à-vis the ‘creative dark matter’ 
including all the shadowed, amateur, informal and self-organized artists who remain invisible 
and excluded from the institutionalized scripts of the art world (Sholette, 2011). The dilemma 
of criticizing a system to which one contributes, is particularly stark in the site of 
contemporary art biennials. These art shows that recur at regular intervals are at the forefront 
of claiming a new social relevance for art within contemporary societies. They are sites of 
prestige, innovation and experimentation, where the category of art is meant to open itself to 
different value systems and their contradictions (Boltanski & Thevenot, 2006): to the world of 
politics and critical theory, to the world of business and creative branding, to the world of 
flexible labour and urban renewal, as well as to the world of left-wing activism and social 
intervention (Kompatsiaris, 2017). To address these tensions, curators have adopted self-
reflective curatorial approaches; the so-called criticality approach, for instance, prevalent in 
the critical European curating of the 2000s, emphasizing participation, knowledge production 
and social engagement in formats such as lectures, publications and workshops. It is directly 
linked to the curatorial movement of New Institutionalism (e.g. Kolb & Flückiger, 2013), 
which sees the art institution as “part community center, part laboratory, part school” putting 
less emphasis on the “showroom function that traditionally belonged to the art space” (Esche, 
2013: 27) thereby attempting to change art institutions from within by challenging and 
experimenting with their format to increase their social relevance.  
Our empirical study directly addresses and investigates one such extreme attempt to 
disrupt and transform a contemporary art biennial, namely the 7th Berlin Biennale (hereafter 
BB7), which took place in 2012 in Berlin, Germany. As the curator’s foreword in the opening 
quote suggests, the curatorial idea was to uproot conventional ways of doing a biennial and to 
free it from its ‘iron cage’ to enable the potential for radical transformation and social effects 
in the city of Berlin (Zmijewksi, 2012: 10). Faced with a legitimacy crisis and the lurking 
threat of social irrelevance, the biennial employed excessive political statements claiming to 
transform its premises into spaces of action. To achieve this, the curatorial team collaborated 
with several social movements and activist groups including the Russian group Voina (a 
group that has achieved notoriety in Russia and the global art world for their scandalous 
performances, involving violence and sabotaging of state institutions); activists and members 
of the Occupy Berlin movement (the Berlin section of the global Occupy movement); and 
members of the Brazilian group Pixadores (a sub-group of the graffiti movement in Sao Paulo 
whose main practice is the tagging of high buildings as a form of making themselves visible). 
Through these collaborations, BB7 associated itself with political activism and the fight 
against globalization, exclusion and inequality. In addition, the curator explicitly embraced an 
activist vocabulary, thereby attempting to reunite art with society for the cause of social 
change. Overall, BB7 tried to exceed the role of the exhibition as mere spectacle (Flyverbom 
& Reinecke, 2017) and incorporate the extitution, the so-called ‘other side’ of art institutions 
(Spicer, 2010), namely political activism and real action to restore art’s radical and 
transformative power. The practical challenge for the curators and the activists was how to 
turn visitors, entering the exhibition with specific expectations, into activists for social 
change. The guiding questions for our empirical research were: a) what kind of institutional 
work (practices and processes) does the curator engage with in order to incorporate political 
and activist logics? and b) how are the tensions between art and activism managed? How do 
activist logics, wishing to turn the institution into a general site of dissent, clash with, 
transform and adjust to the institutionalized art scripts?  
To summarize, our case addresses the related issues of how to organize institutional 
change in the art field in order to enable art’s transformational potential. Our findings suggest 
that the institutional work of the curator (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006) to restore the biennial’s 
legitimacy by disrupting the institutionalized routines ultimately led to a re-affirmation of 
existing practices and a return to organizing art-oriented shows. That is, while the legitimacy 
was maintained, the idea of radical transformation by ‘occupying the institution’ failed. We 
highlight the curator’s artistic pragmatist approach and link it to existing research (Ferraro et 
al. 2015). Despite the fact that BB7 implemented what Ferraro and colleagues (2015) have 
described as new participatory architecture enabling engagement among diverse stakeholders 
and allowing for multiple voices and diverse interpretations (e.g. the Autonomous University 
or the New World Summit), as well as experimenting in ways that promoted small wins (e.g. 
‘guerilla gardening’) and increased engagement (protocols of the Occupy Berlin movement), 
BB7 did not succeed in blurring the boundary between art and activism to initiate social 
change. However, the process of incorporating the other side of institutions (Spicer 2010), in 
order to stretch and extend its public reach and social relevance, might not happen 
straightforward but involve a more complex process that is open to transformation in both 
directions. As such, the case manifests a liminal point of the political turn in art biennials.  
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